Questions to explore

What protection challenges exist for Process Bus systems?
How do we identify issues in a real system?
What impact do these issues have on protection?
How do we design Process Bus protection to mitigate these impacts?
IEC 61869

Digitization of process level signals in the field
Protection Challenges

An IED using Process Bus must deal with:

• Delay
• Missed samples
• Unacceptable quality samples
Process Bus Diagnostics

Real time diagnostics for:
• Clock synchronization source
• Delay
• Simulation and quality flags

Persistent diagnostics for:
• Delay
• Missed samples
• System events
Testing Methodology

Used protection IEDs and switches along with real and simulated merging units to understand the impact of missing and delayed samples.
Impact of Delayed Samples

One IED subscribed to two SV streams, one of which had a fixed time delay applied. A second IED subscribed only to the delayed stream without delay as a reference. A third IED was used to measure the operate time delta of an IOC element in each IED.
Impact of Missing and Invalid Samples

One IED subscribed to two SV streams, one with consecutively missing samples.
Solutions to System Failures

Scenarios considered:

- Loss of network
- Loss of stream or MU
- Loss of synchronization source
The Process Bus was configured as a parallel redundant network and one LAN was removed. Breaking the connection on a single LAN had no impact on the metering and protection of the IED.
Loss of network – Solution HSR

The Process Bus was configured as a HSR network and one link was removed. Breaking the connection had no impact on the metering and protection of the IED.
The IED application was configured with crosschecking, subscribing to two simulated SV streams. Disabling the preferred stream had no impact on the metering and protection of the IED as the IED switched to the secondary stream.
The protection functions of an IED were configured to use signals from different simulated SV streams. Using partial blocking, only impacted protection is blocked when a stream becomes unusable.
The station clock was shutdown and the IED became the grandmaster clock to synchronize all other devices. Shutting down the station clock had no impact on the metering and protection of the IED.
Loss of synchronization – Solution Asynchronous Mode

The IED synchronization source was removed but the MUs remained synchronized to an external clock. The IEDs operated in asynchronous mode and there was no impact on the metering and protection of the IED.
Conclusions

• Delayed samples may delay protection. At some level of lost samples, protection will be impacted. The likelihood of these situations arising can be minimized with several design solutions.

• Redundancy at network and application level offer seamless continuity of protection in event of compromised equipment

• Advanced synchronization algorithms ensure protection is not impacted in the event the station clock is lost
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